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About This Content

The GE 44-ton switcher is a small but tough switching locomotive first built in the 1940s, and is now available as a Pennsylvania
Railroad switcher for the Horseshoe Curve.

Built by General Electric specifically to weigh no more than 44 short tons in order to fit in with the labour agreements for train
crews in those days, the GE 44-tonner was created during the early days of the transition from steam to diesel freight haulage in
North America and found work on railroads across the country. Regulations at the time said that any locomotive weighing more

than 44 tons must have a second crewman in the cab: the GE 44-tonner could be run with only a driver, saving money for the
railroad. More than 350 examples were built up until 1956, with various power units being fitted over the years, and around 20

still exist in preservation across the US and beyond.

Developed for Dovetail Games by Digital Train Models, the GE 44-ton switcher comes in PRR black livery with scenarios for
the Horseshoe Curve route.

Includes:

Includes the General Electric 44-Tonner switcher diesel locomotive in Pennsylvania Railroad black livery, featuring opening cab
doors and windows.

Scenarios

4 scenarios for Horseshoe Curve:
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Title: Train Simulator: PRR GE 44 Loco Add-On
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Digital Train Model
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 23 Aug, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Game is buggy!! Like most people say, it seems like a nice game but it's not!
Got it on sale and installed it three times cause of a bug which did not let me play the second day.
I gave up! For three times playing the first workday and getting stuck at the second workday in which the game does not see the
objectives as finished even though they are clearly finished.

The game has a very slow game play. And the simulation is far from realistic. The bad graphics I could live with but since the
game has so many bugs as if it's an unfinished game that collected dust but the developers decided to publish it, I can not
recommend this game to anyone.

If you like sim games, find some other game. Do not waste your money or time on this one!. Really addicting, cool music..
While technically this isn't much different than any of the countless restaurant puzzle games (make a burger; bun, burger,
cheese, bun, serve) the fact that it's in VR makes it somehow compelling. I've sat here for a while playing this and finding that I
was enjoying the experience. The little things made this game stand above all the others of it's kind.

Being able to make a tediously exact burger and literally throw it at the customer is a fantasy I've wanted fulfilled ever since I
was a chef. Agressively serving customers is a dream we all had.

Joking aside, I think that's what sets the game appart. You have your little work station at the grill and what not, but you get to
prep like you would in an actual burger joint. Precook some burgers, stack em up. chop your mushrooms and put them in the
bin. Set up your plates with the buns and be ready to go. WAIT THE BURGERS you cant let cooked burgers sit out, they cant
be served. So you learn to prep what is needed, and how much is needed.

Then when you're done prepping, you can throw your knife a the waiter and start cooking. 10/10 every chefs dream.. I am really
having a blast with this game. Also, I have not experienced any defects or errors. So far, over the top cutesy and not much of a
plot. The plot is goofy. However, it has some very interesting power-ups, and it's quite challenging with some levels.

Each level has some goal to achieve ... collect a certain number of X, drop X objects to the bottom, break all of the ice ...
standard Match 3 goals. The game does recognize L and T patterns, so that is good. Interspersed between matching levels are
Hidden Object levels. Nothing very challenging, and they are repeatable for a better score. However, each level limits by
number of moves. So, there is no casual play. Some might be turned off by that. Also, some levels have blocks that shift around.
It's a bit disconcerting, and some may also be turned off by this. I love a challenge, and the feeling earning three stars gives.

The animations are very nicely done. The graphics are bright and colorful. It has a mildly spooky theme, completely light
hearted. Not deep, using power-ups isn't skillful, and there's not a ton of strategy.

Overall, fun and worth playing.. Truly exellent game! The controls are as smooth as it gets and the graphics were ahead of its
time! It really makes you feel like Indiana Jones. Switching items is a little wonky and it seems you are only allowed to shoot
enemies, even though you are given a machete and a whip, but the game makes up for it as you are granted auto aim! Super
helpful! Here's a little summary of the game(spoilers!): In Indiana Jones® and the Emperor's Tomb™, you play as Indiana Joes
going through the Emperor's Tomb. Now that's a story if ive ever seen one! I really can't recommend this game enough, one of
the best games i've played in a long while. I give it a solid 9.5/10, absolutely amazing!. I am changing this review (and its all my
fault). I had said the movement would get stuck. I feel a little stupid, but my kids disconnected the wand controller charger, and
the wands were just really low on battery... So I played a bit more and can say its pretty fun. worth getting. There are a few
glitches, but all in all its fun, and does a good job of making you feel like you are always on edge. Sorry for the first bad review
devs, please keep up the good work.. The npc dialogue is suprisingly deep (and hilarious, but I'm not sure if that was the intent),
and is very descriptive of Chinese traditions, and the garden is very pleasant to look at. However the minigames are absolutely
atrocious and unbalanced... if the minigames were more fun I would rate this game higher but I can't say that I like any of
them.... so only buy this if you really want to know a lot about Chinese culture and want to enjoy a walk in a nice looking garden
in the unreal engine. The cooking menu still isn't transalted to english as of this moment, so it's downright impossible to know
how to beat that one unless you can read Chinese.
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ACSES needs to be worked on. The speed shows how its supposed to but when it wants your to slow down the red overlaps the
green with the red going all the way to zero so you don't know what speed you should be at. Also the time between the first
alarm and the emergency application needs to be lengethend so that the driver can respond appropriately. This needs to be fixed
ASAP as ACSES is essential on any NY\/NJ routes One other thing is that the passenger doors on the lead carriage wont open.. I
played it for a kek.
I recieved 101 Arabian keks.. This has nothing to do with the former Art of Murder trilogy.
It's a totally different game that just uses its name. And it's bad... not worth the money.

Had hoped to play another brilliant case of Nicole Bonnet. I'm deeply diappoinnted.. Has great potential but the lack of choosing
your own path and choses such as not being able to side with the selenon or being forced into a romance with blue was beyond
infuriating i screamed when you couldnt agree with the dark one, but it has an interesting premise i just hope the devs address
the romance and pathway chooses, such as having a chose to shoot or at least arrest Zarla.. Small but intense map with slightly
different rules. Played it many times already and it still is a blast! Worth the money.. ok so first i was in doubt because all of the
bad review but i\u00b4m so glad that i bought this game. i was looking for the real thing and i can say i found it.

if you are looking for amazing graphics then this is NOT your game.
if you are looking for massive battles to just conquer the world easily... this is NOT your game go buy something like AoE.
but if you want a game where every action has a consecuence, where taking power is not easy, where staying in power is not
easy, where you need to think far beyond the easy gathering of resources, then you have found the game.

this game is so serious is almost crazy. even in the tutorial you can mess it up really bad.

let me say this clearly enought... if you are dumb in political knowledge and ecomics you may want to rethink it before buying a
GEOPOLITICAL simulator, good news is that there are links inside the game to teach you, so youll learn a lot.

another thing to mention is that most of the bad comments on the games are not even related to the game and for $50 bucks i
think the game is worth it, and if people buy it there should be no reason for the company to close. as for the bugs they reported
i have not encounter any of them so far.

do i recommend it? yes, i do. go ahead try to stay in power.. fun game but i cant wait for something cool to hapin in the game so
developers pls add some cool crap and fun crap to the game soon but its still fun (:. This game is similar to Zombie Army
Trilogy and Sniper Elite 4, its basically the same devs.

--- Main Review---

8.5/10 Worth a buy if you have the cash

The campaign is your standard campaign, took me about 6-7 hours to complete it once, so its not a very long campaign. Story is
okay, its there but nothing memorable. The set pieces are beautiful and the color and lighting work very well together.

Progression is in the form of collecting relics and opening chests to find rng charms to put on your weapon (Think dishonored
2) which have 1-4 slots depending, so you build your weapon with the charms you get and want to use. "Heal on kill", "Ice
effect" etc...

You also buy new guns and bomb types with gold earned in maps, while active skills are purchased by collecting relic sets and
getting skill points.

I havent tried horde mode and score attack yet but Im guessing it plays very similar to Sniper elite 4's survival mode, and
Resident evil franchise's Mercenary modes respectively. These are probably your endgame trials to keep you entertained after
the campaign is done.

The entirety of the game can be played in 4 player coop, and you can use multiple of the same character, so youre not locked out
of one just cos your friend is running him/her.

Combat is pretty good, and plays out like a mix of Serious Sam and Sniper elite 4. You can roll infinitely which is important
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because the enemies swarm you and they have a lot of AOE and ranged attacks.

Puzzles are okay, nothing too extroadinary its your basic minigame puzzles like activate buttons in order, redirect lasers with
mirrors, and the pipe connecting minigames etc.

If you're asking if its worth 40 bucks then I'll say probably, but its not an easy sell. if you found Sniper Elite 4 worth your money
on launch this game is definitely worth it.

So all in all, it is something I would reccomend even though it wont last very long as it doesnt have Borderlands or vermintide
style loot, after collecting the relics etc you might be hardpressed to grind.

---Concern---

The way the medium and small chests work in coop- is dumb. Basically whoever gets to it first and opens it gets the loot, while
everyone else are shafted out of the loot chance. Its lame because you get people who know the map spots and chest spawns and
they just bumrush all the chests looting the map dry before you get a chance at it. ideally you want to play with friends so you
can rotate chances. I dont know why the devs did this, maybe they want to encourage competition but this is just dumb because
youre going to be more concerned with finding chests than enjoying the levels.

---Bonus comments---

The combat sequencing in this game feels a little weird. Its a game that works well in coop, but when the actual fight begins its
every man for himself, as I mentioned its similar to Serious sam ,so youre gonna be dodging and running around the fight area
quickly shooting down foes and worrying about your own survival. Your teammates only ever become a concern when they get
downed and you have to rescue them.

Sometimes you get killed by teammates shoot-activating traps near you as they are unaware of your proximity. Its a little
hilarious but its a small thing you gotta watch out for.

You get this David Attenborough sounding British narrator that talks to you through the game, commending you on successful
dodges, headshot streaks, etc.. I almost made it through this one without devolving into a sobbing mess, but not quite.. A blast of
love from a soothing world !
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